or the replica trick combined with the mean-field approximation [2] . This paper presents a much less sophisticated method due to one of us [3] which is, conceptually, as simple as an ordinary meanfield approximation and has the advantage of leading to systematic successive approximations which, even at the lowest order, give, from a numerical point of view, better results than the mean-field approximation. It should be stressed, however, that this method is only valid for systems in which randomness can be described by discrete random variables.
We shall first apply the method to pure Ising models and then consider various random systems. [4] To obtain a better result we make use of the following property : a function defined on afinite set is equal to a polynomial. In the considered case we have (1 ) Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jphys:0198300440100114300 tanh K«(11 + Q2 + (13) = t(tanh 3 K + tanh K) «(11 + (12 + (13) + t(tanh 3 K -3 tanh K) Q1 (12 (13. (2) If now we average the right-hand side of (2) (Fig. 1) (Fig. 2a) 
